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from north of south park, head to the "loomis gasoline" station to reach the desert area. after interacting with the ticket machine at the station, you will hear the bus driver's voice, followed by the following cutscene which will help you set the stage for the lake tardicaca dlc: head to the "burning mountain" station and place the
backpack on the ground. (grab it when the game prompts). after entering, you will hear the voice of the monsters, followed by a cutscene introducing them. you will have to fight them to unlock new items for your party. you can check the dlcs total battle level after beating the following three battles: thanks for this blogpost, good to
have all the dlcs together for 2k15, regarding the console release for all dlcs can't wait until they get out the console version of the game for the year of the snake, wish it will be the best year of wrestling games, i'm sure vince and paul will have fun playing this game on their console, playing the dlcs, i can just imagine the memories
of all the hardliners back from the game reviewer's preview event that year for 2k15 i'm really grateful for those guys for sharing all the cheat files on their website, it is just amazing and i hope the cheat files from the make the sandbox volume will be out soon, you guys are really doing an awesome job the story and edits are really

epic, the character and the combat for this game it is the best i ever played in a wrestling game before the interactive content, this will be the most awaited game release of the year for the hardliners, i'm hoping this game is going to be the best of them all, i'm hoping this time the game is going to be much harder than the other
ones. the next dlc that i'm looking forward is the make the sandbox volume, for it is going to have the patches and edits on it, such as the numba root patch that i recently got for warpath.
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as you progress through the dlcs, you will notice that you will encounter more and more characters. each one will have their own set of interactions and even more lootables. to access these new characters, you will have to talk to them. once you talk to them, you will be given a choice between two different choices. you will get to
know them better and eventually be able to ask them for help with one of the quests in the dlc. while talking to them, make sure to read their name in the lower left of the screen. this will give you an idea of the kind of help they will be offering you. once the dlcs are complete, you will get to the final area which is camp tardicaca. as
you progress through the final area, you will notice that you will get to encounter a new type of enemy. they are called sunshines. they are weak but can easily be taken down with mintberry crunch's new signature move. to take down sunshines, just press o while you are attacking. the move will consume the sunshine's sunlight. this
concludes the tutorial for how to access all of the dlcs in south park the fractured but whole. while you are playing the game, you will notice characters that will have their own story. talk to them to hear their story. doing this will allow you to get to know the characters better and eventually you will get to ask them for help on a quest.

also, as you progress through the dlcs, you will meet more and more new characters. make sure to read their name and that will give you an idea of the kind of help they are offering you. 5ec8ef588b
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